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Photoplethysmography (PPG)

∙ The detection of blood volume (or flow or
pressure) changes by optical means

∙ Various types of PPG:
– Nearly all are Non-Invasive
– Active vs. Ambient (passive) Lighting
– Contact vs. Non-Contact

∙ A very crowded field, >100 papers/year!
– Google Scholar shows ~26,900 articles
– Low-cost active contact sensors common



Our Goal
∙ Make a PPG device that is:

– Non-Invasive
– Able to use Ambient Lighting
– Non-Contact
– Operates in Real Time
– Fully Self-Contained
– Cheap, even as a prototype (e.g., <$100)
– Potentially scaleable to Simultaneously

Monitor Multiple People

Not so many folks trying to do that…  ;-)



Algorithms
∙ Many different algorithms are viable, but:

– Poor SNR for ambient non-contact signal
– The shape of the waveform isn’t simple
– Ambient lighting and autoexposure drift

over time, often adding complex trends
∙ FFT-based analysis is complicated by SNR

and waveform shape (many components)
∙ COIMG-132, “Autocorrelation-Based,

Passive, Non-Contact Photoplethysmography:
Computationally-Efficient, Noise-Tolerant,
Extraction of Heart Rates from Video”



The Autocorrelation Algorithm

∙ The COIMG-132 autocorrelation approach
has four major logical components:
– Reduction of each sync. image to 1 value
– Detrending of the value waveform
– Autocorrelation
– Selection of the “best” correlation

∙ Floating-point implementation in MatLab

∙ All we have to do is run this in a camera...



The Target Platform:
Canon PowerShot (ELPH180)

∙ Canon makes a wide variety of compacts
∙ Typical features for under $100 :

– Full-featured 20MP 12BPP camera
– Body less than 4” x 2.5” x 1”
– Includes battery and charger



The Target Platform:
Canon PowerShot CHDK

∙ CHDK: Canon Hack Development Kit
– Control of all known camera functions
– Run compiled C / native ARM code
– Scripts in BASIC and Lua
– CHDKPTP tethering, etc.



The Target Platform:
Canon PowerShot CHDK



The Target Platform:
Flexible, Self-Contained, Wimpy

∙ Dual-core ARM around 80MIPS, integer;
BASIC and Lua scripts run even slower

∙ Small main memory (mostly frame buffer)
∙ CCD with slow readout, live view



Approximating COIMG-132
Inside A Wimpy PowerShot

∙ All integer math
∙ Completely incremental processing
∙ KOBRE is CHDK Lua script + C code

– Less than 200 lines of Lua script
– Intercepts live view feed using C code

compiled-into motion detection module
∙ Real-time display of BPM on rear LCD



Approximating COIMG-132:
Reduction to 1 value/sample

∙ Frame image capture is too slow;
intercept YUV-encoded live view feed

∙ Live view isn’t constant update rate
– Lua script uses system time in ms to

stall for constant rate, abort if late
– Call md_detect_motion() to sample
– Pixel values are added over region of

interest (ROI)



Approximating COIMG-132:
Detrending of values

∙ Trends come from:
– Changes in subject lighting
– Changes in live-view autoexposure

∙ Detrending a waveform takes computation
∙ Initially, simply didn’t detrend…

but would often latch at highest allowed BPM
∙ Detrending by color:

– Use color channel difference, Y-Red
– Too slow in Lua
– Modified md_detect_motion()



Approximating COIMG-132:
Autocorrelation

∙ Autocorrelation is basically differencing,
which can be done fully incrementally using
circular vals[] and difs[] arrays

∙ For each new sample:
– For all BPM periods i (index deltas)

– Compute difference squared, note max
– Subtract oldest from difs[i]
– Add new to difs[i]

– Overwrite old value in vals[] with new
∙ This is fast enough to do in Lua...



Approximating COIMG-132:
Autocorrelation

 old = vals[1+bitand(mask, fno)]

 -- for all possible wavelengths
 for i=minfw,maxfw do
  if fno >= i then
   pv = vals[1+bitand(mask, fno-i)]
   a = v - pv
   d = difs[i] + (a * a)

   -- subtract out old value
   if fno >= i+depth then
    r = old - pv
    d = d - (r * r)

    -- new biggest (worst)?
    if d > maxd then
     maxd = d
    end
   end

   difs[i] = d
  end
 end

 -- save new value
 vals[1+bitand(mask, fno)] = v



Approximating COIMG-132:
Selection of “best” correlation

∙ Originally, “best” correlation was simply the
period i of the smallest difs[] value…
that was inconsistent across runs

∙ Selection of “best” is now a weighted average:
– For each BPM period i

– Add max–difs[i] into sumd
– Add i*(max–difs[i]) into sumi

– Best is BPM with period sumi/sumd



Approximating COIMG-132:
Selection of “best” correlation

 -- compute weighted average
 if maxd > 0 and fno >= (maxfw + mask) then
  for i=minfw,maxfw do
   d = maxd - difs[i]
   sumd = sumd + d
   sumi = sumi + (d * i)
  end
  besti = sumi / sumd
 end

 fno = fno + 1

 return besti



Parameters To The Lua Script

∙ The Lua script has several parameters that
can be set at run time:

Parameter Default Range

Lowest BPM 60 30-60
Highest BPM 100 100-200
FPS Target 24 10-30
UYVRGB Color 2 (Y) 0-6 (6 is Y-R)



A Sneaky Way To Test It...

∙ E.g., MIT “Video Magnification” work provides
their input test and reprocessed videos

∙ Videos were played on a monitor as a loop at
a selected framerate (thus controlling BPM)

∙ PowerShot pointed at the screen,
BPM read from its display





Results (Using Video Playback)

∙ Before detrending and averaged selection,
only about 1/3 of runs settled on the correct
value – most latched at the maximum BPM

∙ Detrending brought that closer to ½
∙ Weighted-average selection alone seems to

be much more stable
∙ Detrending + weighted-average selection can

drop FPS significantly, but still works well



Conclusions and Future Work

∙ It is absolutely viable to do this!
∙ Testing with video playback allowed control

over more parameters, helped tune algorithms
∙ Undergraduate senior project team improving

this now, testing with live subjects
∙ PowerShots already tracks faces: multi-

person BPM monitoring may also be viable


